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SECTION IL

THE GENUS STOMOLOI'ILUS.

This genus is closely allied to Rhizostoinn, and belongs to the same family with

i; but it is easily distinguished by the manner in which the eight, arins are soldered

together for their whole length, forming a large cylindrical tube, and leaving only
a small entrance into its interior, between its terminal lobes. The arms are ,

closely united in this cylinder, as seen in P1. X1V. .Fi1ff. 2, that, it would he difficult

to distinguish them, were they not, in a measure, isolated at their end, 1", , 3-2
4, which are the folded terminations of the Jbitr arms, visible front one side.
This apparatus is represented from difierent sides in Pt. XIV. Fig. I shows only
its lower termination, the greater part. of the central cylinder being hidden by the
umbrella, and the complicated terinulations of the anus alone visible; but. Jq. 2,
which represents the whole cylinder, separated front the oilier parts of the lower
floor, shows the arms to be lhr more complicated in then' termination than would
at first appear. Eight vertical ruffles are here presented, corresponding to the

duplicated angular projections of the terminations of each arm, two such ruffles

corresponding to each arm, 1 and 2 to the termination of the arm P, 2 and
3 to the termination of the arm '' and 6 to the termination of, the arm, t,)
3', and 7 and S to the termnimmation of the arm 4. These mules are seen from
above in .Fiq. 3, which shows that each one of them is attached by a narrow lia.-C
to a projecting ridge of the eyhintlei l'omnied by the junction of the arms them
selves, and each ruille consists of two folds, the edges of' which are tlieiiiselvcs hiildvd
and lobed. Their upper part, Fiq. 5, a, is rounded, and their lower part. lemuminates
in a prominent lobe, as this figure shows, which presents such a ruflie in profile
in Ftq. 6 the same is represented front its outer surface, its two folded halves bciitg
spread open. The manner in which the arms terminate shows in themn also (lie
same disposition to divide into two distinct ruffles, only that here these i'uUlt's meet
at the very end of the arms, while higher up, they divide into two horn-like P°
jeetions, facing the ruffles above, from which they are separated by (led) (lei)l'essiOtIs.
But these projecting angles (it' /iL li /S) are evidently time counterpart 0! the i'uIllt',
to which they correspond, and each horn is subdivided into two Ibids, correspomuhilig
to the two folds of the ruffles, as Fig. S shows, in which a and ii indicate tilt!
less developed horns. Fig. 7 represents one of these terminations of the mmrmU II

profile, /jt and a corresponding in this view to the parts marked by the 5iiLC
letters in Fig. S. Piq. 4 gives another view of these same parts, as SiC11 from

Mill ',below, the letters is', a, , corresponding to the same letters of
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